
RATES FOR PERSONNEL OF KA-SERVICE*
(valid till 31/12/2020)

Europe without GUS
(daily flat rate**)

Rest of the world 
(weekly flat rate)

Rest of the world
(monthly flat rate)

KA-LÖRRACH KA-LÖRRACH KA-LÖRRACH

Values in €uro Service technician Commissioning Software Service technician Commissioning Software Service technician Commissioning Software

Labour services 895.00 € 1,100.00 € 1,310.00 € 4,475.00 € 5,500.00 € 6,550.00 18,795.00 € - -

Hotel incl. breakfast 98.00 € 98.00 € 98.00 € 780.00 € 780.00 € 780.00 € 3,900.00 € - -

Costs for mobility - - - 460.00 € 460.00 € 460.00 € 2,000.00 € - -

Flight costs verification + 15% verification + 15% verification + 15% - - - - - -

Expenses for personnel 36.00 € 36.00 € 36.00 € 300.00 € 300.00 € 300.00 € 1,500.00 € - -

Lum sum (rounded values) 1,030.00 € 1,230.00 € 1,440.00 € 6,000.00 € 7,000.00 € 8,090.00 € 26,200.00 € - -

Travel time (one way) 450 € if not to be allocated with the rate showing above 700 € if not to be allocated with the rate showing above 700 € if not to be allocated with the rate showing above

Costs for mobility Travel expenses to and from the location

verification + 15% verification + 15%      up to 100 km (one way) 170.00 €

      up to 200 km (one way) 340.00 €

      up to 300 km (one way) 510.00 €

verification + 15% verification + 15%      up to 400 km (one way) 680.00 €

      up to 450 km (one way) 750.00 €

Saturday bonus  +25% regarding labour costs    Max. 10 working hours per day, max. 50 working hours per week and max. 210 working hours per month ***

Sunday bonus  +50% regarding labour costs    Home trip minimum every 4 weeks.

Public holiday bonus (Ba-Wü) +100% regarding labour costs    Travel expenses are to be allocated with the rates mentioned above.

* The above mentioend rates are net amounts and do not include any tax. Taxes will be shown separately on the invoice if applicable.

** Daily rates can be charged as full day or half day rates what ever is reasonable

*** The working law of the Federal Republic of Germany as well as collective agreements /unites or company have to be respected without any deviation

If no separate agreements have been made, the invoices are due without deduction upon receipt of the invoice.

Depending on the field of application, the regulations of the VDMA „VDMA Condition for Repairs to Machines and Systems for Domestic Business“ or „VDMA Conditions for Domestic Installations“ apply.


